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GENIE BITE
SULTAN HEALTHCARE

Genie Bite starts off with a light,
fluffy consistency that stays
where you put it without
slumping. Once set, it becomes
rock-hard, so it captures and
keeps great detail without
compressing or flexing during model mounting.
You can use Darby Mixing Tips for Genie #9545133. 

Kit: 2 x 50 ml Cartridges, Mint, Blue, 6 Mixing Tips
9545121    Super Fast Set [00-77645-FG]
9545123   Fast Set [00-77640-FG]

GREEN-MOUSSE
PARKELL

Green-Mousse from Parkell is a
vinyl polysiloxane bite
registration material. The
material is extremely accurate
and will not slump. Developed
using 60-durometer to allow for greater flexibility.
Green-Mousse is very versatile and able to handle
conventional bite registration techniques as well as
more modern digitized impressions. 

Kit: 2 x 50 ml Split Cartridges, 10 Mix Tips
8750305  Regular Set [S455]

FUTAR D
ROYDENT

Futar D is a pink bite
registration material with
mousse-like qualities and
trims easily with a bur or a scalpel. 

Kit: 2 x 50 ml Cartridges, 12 Mixing Tips
9504774  [K11932]

EXPRESS VINYL
POLYSILOXANE BITE
REGISTRATION MATERIAL
3M 

3M's Express Vinyl
Polysiloxane Bite
Registration Material allows
for maximum technique
flexibility. The design of the

intraoral mixing tip allows faster and easier mixing
with precise access. When used in the putty wash
technique, the orange Express STD putty mixes
easily without streaking. The thixotropic wash
materials flow freely, yet stays on your preparation
without slumping. 

Refill Kit: 305 ml Jar Base Paste, 305 ml Jar
Catalyst, Bag Spacers
8672530  [6160J]

EXABITE II NDS
GC AMERICA 

EXABITE II NDS is an
improved, addition reaction
Vinyl Polysiloxane (VPS)
impression material that
has significant handling and
accuracy advances,
extrudes easier, and sets hard very quickly. This
product was developed especially for occlusal
registrations. 

Refill: 2 x 48 ml Cartridges, 12 Mixing Tips 
8192233   [132412]

Bulk: 8 x 48 ml Cartridges, 48 Mixing Tips
8192232   [132418]

Mixing Tips, 48/Pkg.
8192235   Aqua [153248]

FLEXITIME BITE
HERAEUS KULZER

Flexitime Bite is the
foundation for accurate
results. It delivers
exceptional accuracy
with an extremely high shore D hardness of 40
and superior powder free scannability and
optimization. Flexitime Bite trims easily without
crumbling and offers a whipped cream-like
consistency. 

Refill: 2 x 50 ml Cartidges, 6 Mixing Tips 
8490050 [50066038]

Cartridge Case: 6 x 50 ml Cartridges, 
18 Mixing Tips
8490052  [66038751]

CORRECT QUICK BITE
PENTRON

Correct Quick Bite offers a 1
minute working time with a
2 minute set time. The
system provides accuracy for
better fitting restorations
along with a high tear
strength. 

Cartridge Kit: 4 x 50 ml Catridges, 16 Mixing Tips
9471046  [Q31E]

Bulk Pack: 32 x 50 ml Cartridges, 132 Mixing Tips
9471048  [Q31EB]

FUTAR SCAN
ROYDENT 

Futar Scan offers accurate
image reproduction that is
indispensible when using
modern CAD/CAM systems
in the dental office and
laboratory. The outstanding
optical properties (optimum dynamic value)
delivers high recording quality and optimal image
reproduction. 

Kit: 2 x 50 ml Cartridges, 12 Mixing Tips
9504778  [K11971]

FUTAR D FAST
ROYDENT

Futar D Fast is a syringeable elastomeric bite
registration material for accurate reproduction of
the occlusal relationship and ensuring precise
results and maximum convenience. Futar D Fast
can be easily trimmed with a rotary instrument
and is impressive because of its extra quick setting
time and extremely high final hardness with easy
handling. 

Kit: 2 x 50 ml Cartridges, 12 Mixing Tips
9504777 [K11961]

CORRECT PLUS BITE 
- CONTINUED

time. It is easy to use, accurate, and rigid. As part
of an extensive line of hydrophilic impression
materials, Correct Plus Bite SuperFast impression
material is designed to deliver accurate bite
registrations. 

4-Pack: 4 x 50 ml Cartridges, 16 Mixing Tips 
9471084  [Q34IA]

Bulk: 32 x 50 ml Cartridges, 132 Mixing Tips
9471086  [Q34IC]

IMPRINT 4 BITE
3M

Imprint 4 Bite is designed
for all occlusal bite
registrations and features a
fast setting time (60
seconds in the mouth), a high final hardness to
ensure stability and easy trimming, and scannable
with chairside and standalone scanners all which
lead it to be highly accurate and highly stable bite
registrations.

Package: 2 x 50 ml Cartridges, 5 Green Mixing Tips
Green, 5 Clear Intra-Oral Tips Bite
8671376   [71529]
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